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SUNMARY
Aerodynamic means of controlling a translating spike and a variable
bypass of supersonic inlets are discussed. These include determination
and use of normal-shock position, oblique-shock psition, and diffuser-
exit Mach number as control parameters. Although the discussion.is lti-
y ited to axisymnetric inlets, these same control parameters can be used
~ for a single side inlet feeding a turbojet engine, the translating spike7 being replaced by a variable-ramp compression surface.
INTRODUCTION
c.
“ Variable-georne-- inlets for turbojet engines at supersonic flight
speeds offer imprpzement in over-all performance over the fixed inlet.
The translating .@ke and the variable bypass are two variable features
commonly conside~ed for the axisymmetric inlet..The spike is used to
spill excess air.’behindthe oblique shock when the engine requires less >
air flow than t~e inlet provides, or it may be employed to optimize in-
let performance;by maintaining the oblique shock new the cowl lip when ..+.
a bypass is used for air spillage. Ati spillage by either translating
the spike or opening the bypass results in less drag than spillage be-
hind the expelled normal shock of a fixed inlet.
In order to attain the best possible performance, these variable- .
geOmetry features must be properly pxitioned. Control systems to pro-
vide optimum settings must be supplied with input signals which are
representative of the desired inlet performance and, in addition, lend
themselves to control application.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss and evaluate some of the
input signals or control parameters which have been experimentally
employed to operate turbojet inlet-control systems. These include the
normal-shock position, the oblique-shock position, and the diffuser-
exit Mach number. The discussion is based on results obtained at the
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NACA Lewis laboratory during control
(refs. 1 to 5) and during a study on
for the J34 turbojet engine (refs. 6
.,-t
investigations of ram-jet engines
the control of a supersonic inlet
and 7).
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SYMBOLS
pitot pressure, lb/sq ft abs
Mach number
static,pressure, lb/sq ft abs
angle between line connecting spike tip and cowl lip and inlet
center line, deg
angle formed by inlet oblique shock with inlet center line, deg
Subscripts:
r reference
s sensing
o free stream
2 diffuser exit, station immediately ahead of bypass
DISCUSSION
A typical veriable-geometry supersonic imlet for a turbojet engine
is shown schematically in figure 1. The control parameters to be dis-
cussed are slso listed in this figure. With any supersonic inlet, the
position of the inlet normal shock is a relifile indication of inlet
performance. Optimmn performance for inlets of the type shown is gener-
ally obtained with the normal shock at or nesrthe cowl lip. Determina-
tion of normal-shockposition will thus provide a useful hl.et control
psmmeter.
A convenient way of determmg normal-shock position is by meas-
uring its static-pressurerise. Three techniques for measuring the
normal-shock pressure rise are shown in figure 2. The spike static
wslllorifice is located on the center body in the plane of the cowl
lip. The probe static orifice is located on a smaJJ-probe extending
slightly ahead of the cowl lip. A backward-facing pitot tube is
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located somewhat inside the cowl. In each case a reference orifice is
located forwwd on the spike surface out of the region of influence of
the normal shock. Details of these orifices are given in figure 3.
The differential.pressure between the Sensing .md reference orifices
is used as the control input signal. In figure 2, this differential
pressure has been nondimensionalizedby dividing by the free-stream
static pressure to generalize the parameter and thus make it inde-
pendent of altitude.
3
Vdlues of this parsmeter we plotted for normal-shock positions
ahead of smd.behind the plane of each sensing orifice in terms of per-
cent change in diffuser-exit corrected air flow. With the use of the
spike static wall orifice as sensor (ref. 2), the parameter is essen-
tially zero when the shock is downstream of the orifice. As the shock
moves forward amd crosses the sensing orifice, the static pressure at
the sensing orifice rises and causes the value of the psmmeter to rise.
A desired value for the parsmeter is selected along this rise ad a
control system is designed to maintain this value. If the measured
di$ferentislpressure is greater than the setting, ti spillage is
increased and thus moves the normal shock downstream. If the measured
differential is less, spiJlage is decreased smd the normal shock is
moved upstream. If the control setting is made at a vsJue of the parsm-
eter other than zero, compensation for altitude changes must be provided.
Owing to both normal-shock curvature smdboundary-layer growth along
the spike, the spi#e static orifice signals a normal-shock position at
which some normal-shock air spillage exists. This means that to obtain
criticsl inlet operation, the orifice would have to be moved somewhat
downstream of the lip plane. This difficulty is not experienced with
the probe static sensor, ad, in addition, movement of the orifice with
spike translation is avoided. The data for the probe static sensor
(ref. 7) indicate a sharp rise in the parameter at the control point.
Such an input signal provides close control of normal-shock position.
However, if the slope of the parsmeter bec~mes too steep, control-system
oscillation may result.
An even geater rise in differential pressure is obtatied with the
backward-facing total probe. For downstream shock locations, the value
of the parameter falM well below zero. If the control setlxlngis made
at zero) the necessity of measuring PO snd provid5ng altitude compen-
sation is avoided. The backward-facingtotal probe thus provides a
signal having the desirable features of both a steep slope nesr the con-
trol setting and no need for sltitude compensation.
At low supersonic flight Mach nunibersjdifficulties are sometimes
experienced with normsl-shock sensing systems. For some diffuser
designs, the normal shock wiI1.not enter the cowl because of excessive
ypjgq?gsjiam)q
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other cases, the normal shock will enter the
from the external cowl surface. As illustrated
wave interferes with the static probe, resulting
in little change in the value of the control parsmeter as the normal-shock
position varies. For such an inlet, the backward-facing total probe pro-
vides a more usable Signsd.jprimsril.ybecause of its location away from
the influence of the detached wave. Again no sltitude compensation is
req@red since the control setting msy be made at a parameter value of
zero.
If a translating spike is used for flow spiJlage, the inlet oblique
shock may at times fall either inside or outside the cowl lip. The
variation in normal-shock position psrameter for the probe static orifice
and the backward-facing totsl probe for these @reme positions of the
oblique shock is shovrnh figure 5. The backward-facing total probe pro-
vides a psrameter passing well below zero for both cases. The value of
the parameter for the probe static orifice shifts upward when the oblique
shock falls ahead of the cowl. This is believed causedby the cotiined
effects of the static-pressurerise across the oblique shock and by mis-
alinement of the probe with the local flow.
The results of applying normsl-shock position sensing to control of
a translating spike are given in figure 6. The data were obtained at
Mo = 2.0 with a J3~ engine installed in an axisymetric pod-mounted
nacelle. An electric actuator was used to position the spike. The cur-
rent to the actuator was controlled by the voltage output of a pressure
transducer connected between a static probe and its reference orifice.
In order to achieve a variation in spillage air flow, the engine speed
was vsried from 9j210 to u,630 rpm. The solid line represents the
spike position angle required for critical inlet operation. The data
points represent the spike position set by control. The data show that
the control set the spike position witti 1° of that required for crit-
ical inlet operation.
Besides being used to spill air, the sptie canbe used to optimize
inlet performance by keeping the inlet oblique shock near the cowl lip
over a rsnge of flight Mach numbers when a bypass @ employed to spill
the excess air. Awsy tiwh.ich the oblique-shock position can be deter-
mined and set at the cowl lip is shown in figure 7. Two pitot tubes are
used, one a sensing tube at the cowl lip and the other a reference tube
at the spike tip. The difference between the pressure measuredly each
tube provides the control signal. This difference in pressure is agti
dividedby free-stream static pressure to non&hnensionslizethe pammeter
and make it independent of altitude. The oblique-shock position errar
plotted in figure 7 is defined as the difference between spike position
angle and conicsl shock angle. If the oblique shock falls within the
cowl, the oblique-shock parameter is essentially zero because both tubes
read total pressure behind a free-stresm normal shock. As the oblique
—..
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shock passes in front of the cowl lip, there is a rise in the oblique-
shock pwameter because the loss in total pressure across the oblique
and normal shocks ahead of the cowl-lip pitot tube is less than the
total-pressure loss across the single normal shock of the spike pitot
tube. The anaJyticaXly computed rise is in agreement with the measured
value. Details of the sensing pitot tube used me given in figure 8.
. A value of the obllque-shockposition psrameter is selected to be
maintained by the control system. The data indicate that a control
; system based on this parameter can hold the oblique-shockposition angle
o to within a fraction of a degree by retracting the spike when the oblJque
shock fslls outside the cowl and extending the spike when the shock fslk
tiside the cowl.
Consideration has been given the problem of obtdning effective con-
trol input signah for shock positioning systems when the inlet is oper-
ated at an angle of attack. By locating the sensing and reference orifices
on the horizontal center line of the inlet, satisfactory control has been
obtained for both oblique- and normal-shock sensing systems up to 10° angle
of attack, the msx3mum investigated (refs. 2 smds).
.
The techniques described for positioning the normal shockby trans-
lating the spike csm also be ap@ied to the control of the bypass discharge
mea. Experimental results for such a system are shown in figure 9. The
bypass was actuated with a hydraulic servo system, and the control”input
signal was provided by a static orifice probe located at the cowl lip.
The solid lines in the lower half of the figure represent diffuser per-
formance at ~ = 1.8 smd 2.o with the spike positioned at the f32 values
indicated. Values for the normal-shock position parsmeter providedby
the probe static orifice are given intlie upper part of the figure.
Although the slope of the normal-shock position parameter is very steep
at the control setting selected, satisfactory action was obtained witho-
ut hunting of the contiol system. (See ref. 7.) The steady-state
points set by the control are indicatedby the data points which fall
within 1.5percent of the desired corrected air flow. This scatter is
the approximate accuracy of air-flow measurement.
The response of this cont~ol systemto manual displacement of the
bypass away from the control setting was also satisfactory. When the
bypass was closed from an initisl control position of one-half openby
manuslly overriding the control, the inlet operating point was taken
into a region of heayy pulsing. When the control was turned on, it
restored the desired operating condition to 90 percent of the displacement
in 0.22 second and permitted only 3 cycles of pulsing. It did this b
spite of -thefact that during the pulsing cycle the normal shock was int=-
mittently passing the sensing orifice. Satisfactory action was also obtained
when the bypass was manually opened, placing the operattig point in the
supercriticalregion to the right of the control point.
‘wrfygl?. . ‘
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The third control psrameter to be considered is the diffuser-exit
Mach numiber ~ which has application primarily in the cbntrol of the
bypass. In the lower part of figure 10, the diffuser pressure recovery
is shown as a function of diffuser-exitMach tier, defined as immedi-
ately ahead of the bypass. The diffuser discharges through parallel
outlets, the engine, and the bypsss. At a given stream lkch nuder,
peak diffuser performance occurs at only one vslue of eat Mach nuder.
.Since the exit Mach nuniberis a function of C&?fuser-etit corrected air
flow, M2 can be held at the desired value as the engine air flow vsries
by changing“thesmount of air spilled through the bypass. The ratio of
static pressure to total pressure at station 2 is representative of the
value of edt Mach nunibersad is the control parameter selected. The
vsriation of this ratio with diffuser-exitMach numiber,plotted in the
upper psrt of figure 10, is continuous d is readily adapted to control
design.
o
A
s
By compsring the meamredpressure ratio to a desired ratio (control ,.
setting, which mst be scheduled with flight Mach number), the exit lkch
number csa be set and maintained at a desired value. If the measured “
ratio is greater than.the control setting, the bypass is opened to J
increase the diffuser ti flow and the exit Mach number. iY the measured
ratio is less, the bypass is closed and therefore the exit Mach number
is reduced. With turbojet eng5nes, the tiffuser-exitMach nuniberis
sufficiently great to give reasonable accuracy.in determining the pres-
sure ratio.
The data points in figure 10 were set with a control system b which
the pressure ratio was measured electrically with pressure transducers
. and the bypass actuated by a hydraulic servo system. The scatter in the
data points corresponds to 5.3 percent of diffuser corrected air flow
and was the result of using a single tube to measure diffuser-exit totsll.
pressure. Shifts in total-pressure profile with engine operatimg condi-
tion caused this single measurement to deviate from the average. It thus
appears necessary to use some means of total pressure averaging for this
control signal.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although the discussion is limited to axisymmetric inlets, these
same control ?mrameters can be used for a single side inlet feeding a
turbojet engGe,
ramp compression
problems.
the translating spike being replaced by a variable-
surface. The twin-duct arrangement presents new
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There is a need in this relatively new and rapidly expanding field
of inlet control to find new inlet-controlparameters as welJ as to
@rove the techniques of using the existing ones. Much of this can be
done with properly instrumented scale tests of the inlet alone. Work
is continuing at the Lewis laboratory on such ,inletmodels as well as
on the full-scale inlet-engine combination.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, November 1, 1955
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